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Periods greater than 1 year are annualized
1DCM inception was June 30, 2008

Performance Summary

The DCM Small Cap Value (“DCM SCV”) Strategy returned -3.57% (gross of fees) compared with -4.61% for the Russell 2000 Value 
Index for the quarter ending September 30, 2022.

Macro factors were a headwind this quarter, which stopped a streak of four consecutive quarters in which macro factors were a tailwind. 
However, it did not stop the portfolio from outperforming its benchmark for the fifth quarter in a row as it was able to overcome the 
unfavorable backdrop through good stock selection. 

The largest factor headwind resulted from the portfolio holding stocks that are less volatile than the benchmark as low volatility stocks 
lagged this quarter. Another headwind came from holding stocks that are more profitable than the benchmark. Low quality stocks and 
growth stocks outperformed this quarter, which goes against DCM’s high quality and valuation emphases embedded within our process. 

The portfolio did get an atypical benefit from being overweight momentum. Being overweight momentum is not the normal position 
for the portfolio given the valuation sensitivity of DCM’s process. However, at this point in the cycle, where quality and value have both 
outperformed as interest rates rise and the economy slows, the overweight in momentum is simply a result of the portfolio’s strong 
performance over the last year.  

According to Bloomberg Risk data, relative to the benchmark Russell 2000 Value Index, the portfolio’s largest risk factors at quarter end 
are listed below. Thus, at this point in time, these factors will likely have the most significant impact on relative performance outside of 
individual company fundamentals:  

1.  Volatility (DCM SCV has lower)
2.  Profitability (DCM SCV has higher)
3.  Financial Leverage (DCM SCV has lower)
4.  Earnings Variability (DCM SCV has lower)
5.  Dividend Yield (DCM SCV has higher)

Sector Drivers

 GICS Sectors
Average Weight Stock Level Returns Portfolio Impact

 Port  Bench  Active Port Bench Contribution Attribution

Consumer Staples 10.5% 2.7% 7.8% 5.3% -9.8% 53 bps 99 bps
Real Estate 6.7% 11.3% -4.7% -5.2% -11.4% -31 bps 71 bps
Industrials 14.8% 12.7% 2.1% -3.8% -7.1% -59 bps 52 bps
Information Technology 7.8% 6.0% 1.8% -0.3% -5.2% -16 bps 42 bps
Communication Services 0.0% 3.2% -3.2% 0.0% -14.7% 0 bps 33 bps
Materials 2.5% 3.8% -1.4% 0.9% -9.0% 3 bps 30 bps
Energy 2.5% 5.2% -2.8% 19.2% 7.8% 57 bps -15 bps
Consumer Discretionary 11.2% 9.9% 1.3% -10.0% -4.8% -100 bps -64 bps
Financials 25.5% 28.5% -3.0% -5.0% -2.5% -129 bps -69 bps
Utilities 10.5% 5.1% 5.3% -13.9% -9.2% -158 bps -76 bps
Health Care 4.4% 11.5% -7.1% -7.7% 3.2% -34 bps -101 bps

(see disclosures)

Periods Ended 9/30/22 (%) QTR YTD 1 Yr 3 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr S. I.1

DCM Small Cap Value (gross) -3.57 -8.12 -1.30 10.23 6.31 10.77 10.20

DCM Small Cap Value (net) -3.78 -8.70 -2.12 9.31 5.42 9.74 9.13

Russell 2000 Value -4.61 -21.12 -17.69 4.72 2.87 7.94 7.35

Performance Comparison1
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The best performing sector relative to the benchmark for the quarter was Consumer Staples. The outperformance resulted from better 
than benchmark stock selection. Even though the Consumer Staples sector underperformed the benchmark, the performance of the 
portfolio’s holdings in the Food and Beverage industry more than made up for being overweight an underperforming sector (third worst 
performing sector in the benchmark this quarter.) The Food and Beverage companies in the portfolio are market share leaders that have 
shown pricing power in this inflationary environment.

The second best performing sector relative to the benchmark for the quarter was Real Estate. The outperformance was a result of the 
portfolio being both underweight an underperforming sector, as well as good stock selection. Rising interest rates took their toll on Real 
Estate stocks as it was the second worst performing sector. The portfolio holds Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs) that are more 
defensive in their end markets, and these stocks held up better than the benchmark’s holdings as the sector sold off in the quarter. 

The worst performing sector relative to the benchmark for the quarter was Health Care. Health Care was the second best performing 
sector, one of only two positive return sectors in the benchmark this quarter, Energy being the other. The portfolio is underweight Health 
Care, which hurt allocation, while stock selection was below benchmark as well. Biotech stocks performed well in the return to low 
quality as profitless companies rallied, especially in the first half of the quarter. DCM’s process focuses on high quality stocks that have 
a definable range of outcomes, while avoiding binary situations such as Biotech where companies are either homeruns or strikeouts. 
Instead, DCM’s process focuses on higher probability singles and doubles that can be repeated over time.

The second worst performing sector relative to the benchmark for the quarter was Utilities. Rising interest rates took a toll on Utilities 
just as they did on REITs and Consumer Staples, especially towards the end of the quarter. The portfolio’s underperformance was due 
to both its overweight stance as well as below benchmark stock selection. The knee-jerk reaction is to view Utilities as bond proxies 
and sell when interest rates rise. However, if the regulatory environment remains favorable, Utilities have built in mechanisms to pass 
along higher interest rates and inflation. In addition, rate base growth, which leads to earnings and dividend growth, can be enhanced 
by inflation as long as regulators agree to the infrastructure buildout and costs are estimated accurately. Much of the current projected 
rate base growth has to do with replacing/upgrading aging infrastructure to improve reliability as well as increasing renewable energy 
infrastructure. Given recent regulation, both are high priorities and point toward continued rate base growth, which helps offset rising 
interest rates and inflation. Given the extremely uncertain earnings environment that we project over the next few quarters for most 
industries, Utilities’ fairly certain 5-7% growth compares favorably from a risk management perspective. 

Top 10 Contributors/Detractors

  Top 10 Contributors Average % Weight Contribution 
1 DHT HOLDINGS INC  0.93 35 bps

2 MURPHY USA INC  1.76 33 bps

3 CAL-MAINE FOODS INC  1.70 21 bps

4 STONEX GROUP INC  2.15 19 bps

5 LANCASTER COLONY CORP  1.44 18 bps

6 WORLD FUEL SERVICES CORP  0.88 17 bps

7 JOHN B. SANFILIPPO & SON INC  2.11 13 bps

8 SPROUTS FARMERS MARKET INC  1.46 12 bps

9 BENCHMARK ELECTRONICS INC  1.27 11 bps

10 HEARTLAND EXPRESS INC  2.80 11 bps

  Top 10 Detractors Average % Weight Contribution
1 STANDARD MOTOR PRODUCTS  2.75 -81 bps

2 EMPLOYERS HOLDINGS INC  2.69 -49 bps

3 SAFETY INSURANCE GROUP INC  2.56 -41 bps

4 SOUTHWEST GAS HOLDINGS INC  1.89 -37 bps

5 ARGAN INC  2.36 -33 bps

6 SPIRE INC  1.93 -32 bps

7 TRI POINTE HOMES INC  2.67 -28 bps

8 NORTHWESTERN CORP  1.62 -27 bps

9 PRESTIGE CONSUMER HEALTHCARE  1.55 -25 bps

10 STEWART INFORMATION SERVICES  2.11 -25 bps
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Selected Contributor(s) to Performance

The largest contributing stock this quarter was DHT Holdings (DHT). DHT is an independent crude oil tanker company. The macro 
environment for the crude tanker market has improved dramatically over the past few months. Supply has been reduced as old tankers 
are becoming obsolete and scrapped because of new standards while new orders remain low. Meanwhile, demand has been increasing 
through longer routes due to the war in Ukraine, restocking of oil reserves, and increased end demand from a reopening economy. This 
has led to good pricing and high fleet utilization. DHT’s stock price responded favorably to this and reached our estimate of private 
market value (PMV). Given the outperformance and realization of our PMV estimate coupled with the fact that this is an extremely cyclical 
industry, we exited the stock. 

The second largest contributing stock in the quarter was Murphy USA (MUSA). MUSA is a gas station operator with many locations 
positioned adjacent to Wal-Mart stores. MUSA has benefitted from the recent volatility in gasoline prices as fuel margins have expanded. 
MUSA is using its robust free cash flow to aggressively buy back its own shares. We lowered the weight in the portfolio by selling some 
shares on the outperformance of the stock; however, the portfolio maintains a position in MUSA. 

Selected Detractor(s) from Performance

The largest detracting stock in the quarter was Standard Motor Products (SMP). SMP manufactures replacement parts for motor vehicles 
in the automotive aftermarket industry. It operates in two business segments, Engine Management and Temperature Control. SMP reported 
disappointing earnings as margins continue to be under pressure from price increases lagging increases in input costs. We expect price 
increases to eventually catch up and margins to expand. The portfolio continues to hold a sizable position in SMP as it has a stable 
end market (aftermarket sales) coupled with an aging U.S. car fleet, which should lead to relatively stable results, even in an economic 
downturn.  

The second largest detracting stock in the quarter was Employers Holdings (EIG). EIG provides workers’ compensation insurance. It 
focuses on small businesses involved in low to medium hazard industries. The Insurance industry had the fifth worse total return of all 
the industries this quarter. Given the steep drop in stock and bond prices, insurers had to recognize unrealized losses on most of their 
investments, which reduced book values. This put pressure on the insurers’ stock prices, and EIG was not immune. We are comfortable 
with EIG as the CEO has recently been purchasing stock, its core business is stable, and future investment returns are improving with 
higher interest rates. The portfolio maintains a position in EIG. 

Current Positioning

The portfolio’s largest overweight sectors relative to the benchmark are currently in the Consumer Staples and Utilities sectors. The 
largest underweight sectors relative to the benchmark are currently in the Health Care and Real Estate sectors. Throughout the quarter, 
the Information Technology and Industrials sectors increased the most in weight, while the Energy and Consumer Staples sectors 
decreased the most in weight. As always, these relative weights are a residual of our bottom-up opportunities and not based on a top-
down macro call on the market or economy.

DCM’s process focuses on normalizing earnings power over a full economic cycle for the companies in which we invest. This allows 
us to have a consistent framework for being able to view the economic cycle from a unique bottom-up perspective. At this point in 
the cycle, we are seeing many companies in the index that are currently overearning their normalized earnings power. This introduces 
negative earnings revision risk going forward. DCM’s process leads us to companies that are underearning their normalized earnings 
power, or at a minimum, not grossly overearning. This helps reduce earnings revision risk as a company works its way back up to normal 
from a lower level. 

The earnings revision risk in small cap stocks can be seen in the Russell 2000 EBIT (earnings before interest and taxes) margins. Russell 
2000 EBIT margins are declining from near all-time highs. Inventory is growing much faster than sales in most industries, and we are 
projecting continued high inventory growth levels against sales declines in the immediate future. Thus, we expect margins to come down 
over the next few quarters in most small cap industries as companies try to work down these high inventory levels. Below is a chart of 
the Russell 2000 EBIT Margin over time:
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Russell 2000 Index EBIT Margins, they have a long way to go:

Source: Bloomberg, FTSE Russell, DCM

Much of this overearning relative to normalized levels within the index is being caused by many cyclical companies’ profits beginning 
to decline from record levels that were boosted by the U.S. Government’s response to COVID and the snapback that ensued after the 
economy locked down. This causes cyclical companies to appear less expensive, from a standard valuation perspective, than they truly 
are from a full cycle, normalized perspective. This is significant as over half of the Russell 2000 Index is housed in cyclical sectors and 
industries. Our normalized analysis is finding that steady growers that are not drastically overearning their normalized earnings power 
continue to appear more attractive from a risk/reward basis relative to cyclical companies whose valuations appear less expensive from 
a standard view. Thus, the portfolio continues to be tilted toward quality companies, with less earnings variability, and it has a somewhat 
defensive positioning. 

Having said that, we are constantly looking for stocks and industries where we are getting paid to take risk. As a result, we have 
added the most weight in the portfolio to the Technology and Industrials sectors this quarter. However, we are methodically following 
our disciplined process in this regard, and it is leading us very slowly, in a risk-controlled manner (i.e. relatively narrower range of 
outcomes, smaller weights, and slower scaling into the positions), into some of the more cyclical areas. According to our normalized 
valuation framework, there is still a large gap in normalized valuation spreads between the highly volatile earnings streams that are still 
expensive (although they may appear cheap by standard measures) and the more mundane earnings streams that come from high 
quality companies. 

Below are two charts that illustrate, in a very simplistic way, the valuation gap to which we are referring. Steady earners have outperformed 
in 2022, but they have more outperformance to go before they’ve reached relative outperformance peaks in past risk off environments. 
This view correlates with our bottom-up normalized valuation framework:
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Small Cap Consumer Staples total return relative to Consumer Discretionary (green circles are past risk off environments). Staples have 
a long way to go on a relative basis:

Source: Bloomberg, FTSE Russell, DCM

Small Cap Utilities total return relative to Industrials (green circles are past risk off environments). Utilities have a long way to go on a 
relative basis:

Source: Bloomberg, FTSE Russell, DCM

We remain focused on the fundamentals of the companies we own, and the price we are paying for those fundamentals. We are 
confident that a steadfast application of our proven and disciplined process should produce favorable results over time.
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Overland Park, KS 66213
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913-944-4452
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ABOUT DEAN CAPITAL MANAGEMENT, LLC
Dean Capital Management, LLC (“DCM”) is an employee-owned registered investment 
advisor founded in March 2008. Located in Overland Park, Kansas, DCM is a long-only, 
fundamental U.S. Value equity manager. DCM manages portfolios across the 
capitalization spectrum for institutional clients, financial intermediaries and advisors. 

DCM is majority-owned by the founding principals, who also comprise the investment 
team.  Additionally, all investment professionals maintain
significant personal investments in DCM managed products, further aligning the 
investment team with our clients.

Disclosures

Dean Capital Management, LLC (DCM) is an independent investment management firm owned by LLC members and entities affiliated 
with C.H. Dean, LLC.  The firm manages a variety of equity and fixed income assets for institutional and individual investors. DCM claims 
compliance with the Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS®). GIPS® is a registered trademark of CFA Institute. CFA Institute 
does not endorse or promote this organization, nor does it warrant the accuracy or quality of the content contained herein. Past perfor-
mance does not guarantee future results. 

The information provided in this report should not be considered a recommendation to purchase or sell any particular security. There is 
no assurance that any securities discussed herein will remain in an account at the time you receive this report or that securities sold have 
not been repurchased.

The Small Cap Value style uses value oriented equities, the majority of which have a market capitalization of less than $4 billion at pur-
chase. The strategy is typically invested 90%-100% in equity positions, and the number of holdings typically ranges between 50 and 80. 
The remainder of the portfolios is typically invested in short term U.S. Treasury Bills or other cash equivalents. 

Future performance based on prior results should not be assumed. The Russell 2000 Index measures performance of the small-cap seg-
ment of the market and includes approximately 2000 securities based on a combination of their market cap and current index member-
ship. The Russell 2000 represents approximately 7% of the Russell 3000 total market capitalization. The Russell 1000 and Russell 2000 
Indexes are subsets of the Russell 3000 Index.  

The Russell 2000 Value Index measures the performance of those Russell 2000 companies with lower price-to-book ratios and lower 
forecasted growth values. The stocks in the Russell 3000 Value Index are also members of either the Russell 1000 Value or the Russell 
2000 Value indexes. These stock indexes assume reinvestment of dividends and capital gains, and assume no management, custody, 
transaction, or other expenses. Russell statistics used in this presentation were obtained from Russell Investments (www.russell.com).

Performance represents all fully discretionary commission accounts for the respective strategy. A complete list and description of DCM’s 
composites and additional information regarding the calculation and reporting of returns is available upon request. To obtain a GIPS 
report and/or the firm’s list of composite descriptions please contact us at 1.913.944.4452.

The securities discussed do not represent an account’s entire portfolio and in the aggregate may represent only a small percentage of 
an account’s portfolio holdings. It should not be assumed that any of the securities’ transactions or holdings discussed were or will prove 
to be profitable, or that the investment recommendations or decisions we make in the future will be profitable or will equal the investment 
performance of the securities discussed herein. The contributors/detractors listed do not represent all securities purchased or sold for 
our clients. To obtain a list showing the contribution of each holding that contributed to overall performance during the period and the 
calculation methodology, please call 1.913.944.4452. The detailed sector attribution table is specific to the policy portfolio for the strat-
egy. Individual account results may vary.

Gross performance figures do not reflect payment of investment advisory fees, but do reflect deduction of brokerage commissions and 
trading expenses.  Net of fee performance reflects the deduction of advisory fees, brokerage commissions, trading and other expenses. 
Net results reflect the deduction of a model fee equivalent to the highest applicable advisory fee 0.80%. The net compounded effect of 
the deduction of fees over time will be affected by the amount of the fee, the time period, and investment performance. Management fee 
schedules are available on Form ADV Part 2A.

Performance presents results with all dividend and interest income reinvested and is stated in U.S. Dollar terms. Leverage is not used in 
any portfolio in these composites.  

A performance examination has been performed on performance results from 7/1/08 through 12/31/21. A firm-wide verification was 
performed for the periods 7/1/08 through 12/31/21. Data subsequent to 8/31/22 represents preliminary performance results.


